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ABSTRACT 

ANALYSIS OP PRESSURE DROP AND HEAT TRANSEER IN THE PLOW 
OP AN ETHYLENE GLYCOL SOLUTION THROUGH A TUBE 
COOLED BY RADIATION PROM A RECTANGULAR PIN 

by David McLarty Gilliam 

A finite difference numerical analysis is presented 

concerning the pressure drop and heat transfer in the 

steady flow of a eutectic ethylene glycol aqueous 

solution through a tube cooled by radiation from a rec¬ 

tangular fin into an environment at zero degrees Rankine. 

The temperature dependence of all fluid properties is 

taken into account. 

The solution predicts an unusual functional depen¬ 

dence of pressure drop on the mass flow rate: that for 

lower and lower values of the mass flow rate, the 

pressure drop through a tube reaches a minimum value 

and then begins to increase. The application to para¬ 

llel network flows of the solution of the transport 

equations for the flow in a single tube is illustrated 

with two examples. 

The most accurate numerical solution is compared 

with a simplified numerical solution which neglects 

inlet effects and with an approximate analytical solution. 

The convergence of the numerical method and agreement 



with experimental data are demonstrated. 

Finally the FORTRAN programs developed are listed 

with flow charts and annotations. 
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I. 

DESCRIPTION OF FINNED-TUBE RADIATORS AND THE 

CONTRIBUTION OF THE PRESENT WORK TO THEIR DESIGN 

A necessary element of an environmental control 

system for a manned spacecraft Is some device to re¬ 

move excess heat from the cabin. The principal 

sources of this waste heat are the electronic equip¬ 

ment, solar energy absorption, and the metabolism of 

the crew. A finned-tube radiator system Is one device 

commonly used to reject this excess heat. 

The simplest finned-tube radiator system consists 

of a heat exchanger, which transfers the excess cabin 

heat into a radiator fluid, a pump, and a finned-tube 

radiator external to the cabin. The finned-tube radia¬ 

tor consists of a network of metal tubes adjoined to a 

metal fin plate (see Figure 1). The hot fluid flowing 

through the tubes is cooled by the fin, which radiates 

heat into space. The amount of heat rejected depends 

on the flow rate of the radiator fluid and on the temp¬ 

erature of the fluid entering the radiator. 

In order to control the amount of heat rejected, 

the system may incorporate valves and regenerators. 

However, a very simple radiator system which is largely 

self-controlling has been designed for the NASA Apollo 
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3 
vehicles. This radiator uses a parallel network of 

tubes of varying lengths. As the inlet temperature 

of the radiator fluid decreases, the fluid in the longer 

tubes thickens, slows down, and freezes. As the inlet 

temperature drops lower and lower, more and more of the 

tubes freeze up. The planned freezing of the flow is 

called the Mselective stagnation” process. The freez¬ 

ing of a portion of the parallel tube radiator causes 

a reduction of the quantity of heat rejected by the 

network during periods of low excess heat loads. 

A eutectic ethylene glycol aqueous solution has been 

chosen as the working fluid for the Apollo radiators.^ The 

temperature sensitivity of the viscosity of this fluid 

makes possible the selective stagnation method of auto¬ 

matic control. When this fluid is cooled from 100 °F. 

to -84 °F., its viscosity increases by more than four 

orders of magnitude. This thickening of the working 

fluid as it cools gives rise to a novel departure from 

familiar pipe flow behavior. 

To describe these novel effects more precisely, 

some of the notation used in the following analysis is 

Introduced at this point. The symbol represents 

the total mass flow rate through a network of parallel 

radiator tubes. The symbol AJJ denotes the individual 
Vi mass flow rate of the Nu tube. The pressure drop across 
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the network, written is of course the same as the 

pressure drop across each tube individually. The temper¬ 

ature of the fluid at the radiator inlet is written as T^. 

The following analysis develops numerical values for 

as a function of and T^, for various values of a 

parameter F, which characterizes the width and effective¬ 

ness of the radiating fin. The parameter F is a function 

of the fin geometry, the thermal conductivity of the fin, 

the emissivitles of the fin surfaces, and the fin base 

temperature. 

The peculiar fluid dynamic effect occurring in the 

stagnation process is a change in the form of the function 

for a tube of given length at constant inlet 

temperature Tj_. One should remember that in the select¬ 

ive stagnation process changes in T^ occur as well as 

changes in the individual tube flow rates. The following 

discussion is concerned with the function ^^<(mN) at 

constant Ti only—not with the entire selective stagna¬ 

tion process. Only steady (or quasi-steady) laminar flow 

is treated in this work. In the flow of ethylene glycol 

with heat transfer, the familiar linear dependence of 

on mN for laminar flow does not occur, as it does in the 

case of flow with constant viscosity. For high values 

of the inlet temperature T^ and high values of the mass 

flow rate mjj, the function asymptotically approaches 

the familiar linear form 
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However, as m^ Is decreased to lower levels (T^ constant), 

the pressure drop reaches a minimum value and then begins 

to increase rapidly with further decreases in iJijj. This 

behavior of the function A^(mjj) may be understood as 

follows. 

The constant property equation, Equation 1, may be 

used to give the pressure drop over a short length $% 

in the variable property flow, provided the viscosity,Avw- 
A 

is replaced by the viscosity /K at some proper distance 

from the center of the tube; i.e., 

( 8 yU X ^ 

h’ 7T0* r, m- / 
In the low temperature portion of the radiator, the product 

m can increase rapidly as m is depressed to lower and 
A 

lower values because of the temperature dependence of /*. . 

The total pressure drop is dominated by the pressure 

drop in the low temperature portion of the tube at low 

flow rates so that the net effect is the existence of a 

minimum finite value in the function 

The existence of this minimum value implies that 

flow cannot be sustained with a pressure below that value. 

Consequently, in a system such as a parallel flow network 

where the flow rates in the Individual tubes cannot be 

controlled separately, the flow in one of the tubes can 

stagnate if the pressure drop across the network falls 

below the minimum value of AAy(m^) for that tube. The 
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value of tile minimum pressure drop for a given tube depends 

on the fin parameter P for that tube, the length of the 

tube, and the diameter of the tube. The present analysis 

assumes that heat conduction between finned-tube elements 

(see Figure 1) is negligible. The minimum value of 

(nijj) for one finned-tube element could also depend 

on the state of the adjacent element in the case of a 

design not satisfying the assumption that the elements 

are thermally Isolated from each other. 

The general procedure for synthesizing parallel 

network behavior from the behavior of the individual 

tubes is outlined, and two examples are worked out in 

detail. The second example also allows comparison of 

the predictions of the present analysis with experimental 

tests of a model radiator in a space simulation chamber. 

To the author's knowledge, this work is the first 

analysis of finned-tube radiators in which pressure 

drop calculations have been based on a detailed study 

of the velocity and temperature profiles of the fluid 

in the tubes. Since the elements of a parallel radia¬ 

tor network are coupled by the condition that the pressure 

drop across all the tubes must be identical, an accurate 

knowledge of the functionA^>-(mji) for each tube is 

essential in solving a problem such as the determination 

of the individual tube flow rates for a given value of 
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the total mass flow rate m^.. (The Individual tube flow 

rates must be known in order to calculate the total heat 

rejected by a radiator for given values of m^. and T^.) 

Three mathematical descriptions of the flow in a 

finned-tube radiator are presented. The most accurate 

is a two parameter (F and T^) finite difference solution 

of the transport equations. The second is a one para¬ 

meter (F) solution which neglects inlet effects. A family 

of the one parameter solutions with varying inlet temp¬ 

eratures may be obtained from a single two parameter 

solution, whose inlet temperature is higher than any of 

the desired inlet temperatures for the one parameter 

solutions. The one parameter solution is less accurate, 

but more economical with regard to computer expense. 

Finally, a very approximate analytic solution is derived. 

The analytic solution is accurate only for limiting 

cases as the parameter F approaches zero. 

It is hoped that the present analysis might give 

some practical insight into the behavior of parallel 

flow networks with heat transfer and temperature depen¬ 

dent fluid properties. 
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/A/ter M^A/irOLO GUTLGT hiRVi^oLO 

(a) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OP A SINGLE PINNED-TUBE 
RADIATOR ELEMENT COMPRISED OP A FINNED 
RADIATING PORTION WITH INSULATED INLET AND 
OUTLET TUBING 

iKn.tr 

(b) PARALLEL FLOW RADIATOR NETWORK COMPOSED OF 
THREE ELEMENTS 

Figure 1. (Continued on next page) 
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The €. 1 s are surface emlssivities. 

For an insulated surface, £ is to be considered zero 
in Equation 2. 

When the mass of the fin 
base area is small W0 should 
be taken as zero in Equation 2. 

If W'1=,'ir2, then W is called the fin half-width. 

L  -3 

For a 
Joint 
value 
should 

thick weld or solder 
to a thick tube, some 
of W„ greater than zero 
be chosen. 

(c) FIN CROSS SECTIONS 

Figure 1. (Continued from preceding page) 
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II. 

THE FINNED-TUBE RADIATOR ELEMENT 

AND IDEALIZATIONS 

Figure 1 shows a parallel flow radiator panel and 

a detailed view of one element from that panel. The 

principal idealization in the present work is that heat 

transfer between one element and its neighbors is negli¬ 

gible. The heat conduction between adjacent elements is 

indeed negligible if the edges of the elements are all 

insulated. When the radiator panel is a continuous sheet 

of metal, the edges of the elements are merely Imaginary 

lines on the metal sheet midway between the parallel 

tubes. Even on the latter type of panel, which has no 

insulation between adjacent elements, heat conduction 

between the elements is negligible when the fluid temp¬ 

eratures are approximately equal at the same axial coor¬ 

dinate in the adjacent elements, due to the symmetry of 

the temperature distribution on the fin plate. For 

radiator designs in which heat transfer cannot be neglected 

between neighboring elements, a much more sophisticated 

analysis than the present one would be required. 

The heat rejected by the fluid in a finned-tube element 

is calculated in the present work by using the numerical 

results of S. Liebleln's "Analysis of Temperature Distribution 
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acd Radiant Heat Transfer Along a Rectangular Pin of 

Constant Thickness".11 Lieblein's numerical results are 

represented in the present calculations by an analytic 

curve fit which matches his results well within \% over 

a wide range of fin configurations. In his analysis 

Lieblein neglected conduction in the fin in the axial 

direction. French has discussed the validity of this 

idealization.^ The present analysis treats only the case 

in which the irradiation of the fin from its surroundings 

is zero; i.e., the surroundings are assumed to be at 

zero degrees Rankine. 

The heat, £, rejected by the finned-tube element per 

unit length is given by 

Q «• (ty (€,, -h ** ^4 (^£1 * £-xi) oi)^ 

Eq. 2 

where Wj and are the widths of the fin 
on sides 1 and 2 of the tube 
respectively, 

fr. 4 is the emissivity of the j sur- 
J face of the i^h fin for i and J 

having the values 1 or 2, 

WQ is the width of the thick metal fin 
base surrounding the tube, which 
may be assumed to be at the same 
temperature as the tube wall, 

£0-j is emissivity of the fin base 
material on the j™ side, 

O" = .174 x 10"8 BTU/hr ft2 °R4, 

and Tw is the temperature of the tube wall. 
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It is assumed that the metal tube is sufficiently 

thick and conductive that temperature differences around 

the tube wall are negligible. This assumption allows the 

state of the fluid to be expressed as a function of only 

two independent variables: x, the axial coordinate, and 

r, the radial coordinate. In Equation 2, the length WQ 

is zero if there is not a heavy metal fin base in a 

particular design. If one of the sides of the fins and 

one of the sides of the fin base are insulated, then the 

6's for the insulated surfaces should be taken to be zero. 

The J^_'s in Equation 2 are fin effectiveness para¬ 

meters calculated numerically by Liebleln. The curve fit 

function used for the jo's in the present work is 

£- toL l (f xi £i«.;cT T* 
. tL r* ** 

4 = .344 74433, 

a*- -.lvts-jos, 

* . 034-S~&Zjl 2. 

0,,= - i.zs-i1nei 
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figure 2. THE FIN EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETER 
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k.», „ , is the. thermal conductivity of 
1111,1 the ith fin (1=1 or 2), 

and t^ is the thickness of the i^ fin. 

Another assumption which places some limitation on 

the designs for which the present analysis may be used 

is that the fluid enters the radiating portion of the 

tube with a fully developed laminar parabolic velocity 

profile. This assumption is justified if a sufficient¬ 

ly long insulated connecting tube joins the inlet manl- 

fold and the radiating portion of the finned-tube ele- 
9 

meat. Langhaar has developed the following formula for 

estimating the starting length, L , in laminar tube flow: 
8 

L =.0575 NR1? D 
s KEJJ 

where D is pipe diameter and N is the diameter Rey- 

nolds number at the inlet temperature. For NDB> =2300, 
“D 

the starting length is about 133 diameters. For lower 

laminar flow rates the starting length requirement is 

proportionately reduced. Moreover, the combined pressure 

drop in the inlet and outlet connecting tubes is assumed 

to be adequately described by Poiseuille's Law. The 

viscosities are evaluated at the inlet temperature and 

the bulk temperature at the end of the radiating portion 

of the tube in determining the contribution of the respec¬ 

tive connecting tubes. The actual pressure drop in the 

inlet is greater than the Poiseuille's Law value, due to 

the acceleration of the fluid first from a very low speed 
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in the manifold up to an approximately uniform velocity 

profile at the inlet connector entry and due to the further 

net acceleration of the fluid into the parabolic laminar 

profile. However, decelerations of the fluid from a devel¬ 

oped laminar profile to the low speeds in the outlet mani¬ 

fold give a compensating error of the same order of magnl- 
1 3 

tude. Hence these flow development corrections in the 

inlet and outlet manifolds are neglected. 

It has already been mentioned that the longitudinal 

conduction in the fin may be neglected; since the conduc¬ 

tivity of the fluid is much less than that of the fin 

material, longitudinal conduction is all the more negligible 

in the fluid. 

It is assumed that the outlet does not cause any dis¬ 

turbance of the flow which is felt upstream of the outlet. 

Hence the idealized finned-tube element may be treated as 

semi-infinite. A real element of finite length may simply 

be treated as a finite segment of the idealized semi-infin¬ 

ite element. 

Only laminar flow in long tubes is considered. The 

quantities V, ~and are assumed to be small as in 

boundary layer theory, since laminar flow in a pipe is 

simply a thick boundary layer phenomenon. Here, v is 

the radial velocity component; u is the axial velocity 

component; and x is the axial coordinate. 
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Terms multiplied by derivatives of the density are 

considered negligible in the equation of motion, but 

these are not neglected in the continuity equation, since 

the continuity equation consists entirely of terms that 

are small in relation to the terms in the equation of 

motion. 

The pressure is assumed to depend on x only, since 

the flow in the radial direction is always small (except 

in the immediate vicinity of the inlet to the radiating 

portion of the tube). 

Viscous dissipation is neglected in the energy equa¬ 

tion; this approximation can be Justified by the follow¬ 

ing physical argument. In a parallel flow network where 

perhaps some tubes contain a rapid flow, others a less 

rapid flow, and some others a stagnated flow, the rate 

at which mechanical energy is converted into heat by 

viscous dissipation may be calculated from the product 

of the total volume flow rate and the network pressure 

drop. For the second example in Section VI the energy 

dissipation was calculated and found to be entirely 

negligible with respect to the heat rejected by the rad¬ 

iator. One might suspect that dissipation would be impor¬ 

tant in a tube with a very slow flow rate because of the 

severe cooling of the fluid in that tube and the result¬ 

ing high viscosities. However, if such a flow is in 

parallel with another tube at a moderately high laminar 
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flow rate one may be assured that dissipation of mechan¬ 

ical energy in the creeping flow is even more negligible 

than in the tube with the moderately high laminar flow 

rate. This result is apparent if the dissipations in 

the individual tubes are computed separately. The product 

of the volume flow rate and the pressure drop is obviously 

lower for the near-stagnant flow, since the pressure drop 

for the two tubes is the same. For a very long series 

network or for a parallel flow network in which all the 

tubes but one have stagnated, the above argument cannot 

be applied. For such flow situations that allow high 

flow rates at extremely low average temperatures (averaged 

along the tube length), viscous dissipation may become 

important and the present analysis might then prove to 

be inadequate. However, the enormous pumping power re¬ 

quirements for flows dissipating large amounts of mech¬ 

anical energy would probably rule out the possibility of 

such flows in space applications. 

The present analysis concerns a single fluid, the 

eutectic ethylene glycol aqueous solution (termed RS-S9a) 

which has been selected for the Apollo radiators. Viscos¬ 

ity data was obtained for this fluid through the Environ¬ 

mental Control Systems Development Croup at the N.A.S.A. 

1 4 Manned Spacecraft Center near Houston. Some of the tests 

from which this data was obtained are reported in an LTV 

Aerospace Corporation Report.16 This viscosity data is 
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listed below, along with an analytic function that fits 

the data within about 3% for temperatures from 300°F. to 

-77°F. The curve fits the data within 6% in the -77°F. 

to -84°F. range. The viscosity data and the approximat- 

ing function are plotted in Figure 3. 

VISCOSITY DATA CURVE FIT VALUE TEMPERATUHE 
(lbm/(ffsec)) (lbm/(f.fsec)) (°F.) 

0.000296 0.000294 300 
0.000625 0.000630 200 
o.oom 0.00108 150 
0.00208 0.00218 100 
0.00305 0.00309 80 
0.00375 0.00375 70 
0.00465 0.00460 60 
0.00575 0.00575 50 
0.0073 0.0073 40 
0.0093 0.0095 30 
0.0122 0.0125 20 
0.0165 0.0170 10 
0.0245 0.0237 0 
0.034 0.0341 -10 
0.0519 0.0510 -20 
0.080 0.0795 -30 
0.135 0.130 -40 
0.425 0.424 -60 
0.610 0.598 -65 
0.870 0.863 -70 
1 .00 1 .01 -72 
1 .19 1 .19 -74 
1 .42 1 .44 -76 
1 .85 1 .95 -78 
3.90 3.70 -80 
6.60 6.29 -81 

11 .75 12.2 -82 
25.O 26.3 -33 
63.0 60.0 -84 
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A ' £XP (~h‘ * bi/(T- b5 )) i- EXP (fe./r- t,s.) E4_2 
(T"= temperature in H.) 

where 11.310375 

b2= 1644.4584 

by= 242.36982 

b4=124299.49 

b5= 326.80931. 

The specific heat, thermal conductivity, and density 

of the RS-89a fluid (37.5$ water, 62.5% ethylene glycol) are 

linearly dependent on the absolute temperature over the 

Fahrenheit temperature range, 300°F. to -65°F., according 

to reference 12 . The following equations from that report 

are used in the present work. 

cp= (0.000644)T + 0.396 

(Specific heat in units of BTU/ (lbm °R) 
with T in °R.) m 

k= -(0.0000834 )T+ .26335 

(Thermal conductivity in units of 
BTU/(hr ft °F.), with T in °R) 

/*= -(0.0233) T + 79.7 

(Density in units of lb /ft^ with T in °R.). 
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III. 

THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 

The Idealizations discussed in Section II make possi¬ 

ble the following mathematical description of radiator 

fluid flow. Figure 4 shows the cylindrical coordinate 

system used in the analysis. 

As mentioned before, the terms containing derivatives 

of the density are omitted from the equation of motion, 

in steady flow. Certain other terms of special interest 

which are neglected in the numerical analysis are shown 

below in the equation of motion and are designated with 

.;hich is neglected in the numerical analysis has been 

evaluated from the results of the numerical analysis as a 

check on the consistency of the idealized equation solution 

and the assumptions made in deriving these equations. For 

the system described in the first example of Section VI, 
b A- b/u> 

the term 2.-^-^- was evaluated at the exit of the radia¬ 

ting portion of the tube for the flow rate corresponding 

to the minimum pressure drop. Even at this point the 

neglected term had a value approximately three decimal 

orders of magnitude below that of the term^ ^ 

For sufficiently lower flow rates the neglected term would 

no doubt become somewhat more prominent; however, the 

i.e., terms containing V-iS" are neglected, 

dashed underscoring. The term Z 
d'4*’ b u. 

■vn (see Eq. 3 below) 
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Figure CYLINDRICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
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inclusion of this term would be difficult to Justify on 

the basis of the computer expense that it would involve. 

The addition of the term j--u to the momentum equation 
or (J > 

would add another parameter, namely Si /(CL
1
U. V » ^0 the 

nondimensional form of the momentum equation; this addi¬ 

tional parameter would generate a family of numerical 

solutions in place of each of the present numerical solu¬ 

tions. 

The energy equation is written without viscous dis¬ 

sipation terms and without the longitudinal conduction term, 

The Equation of Motion or Momentum Equation:1 

TF) = - & *(r-A 

+ > * r + Z 3 -u- 
'b 7L a*. a r ax Eq. 3 

The Energy Equation: 1 

* r 
+ /XT il) /I J_/r 2-L') 

) K /' “* r d r ( r dr/ 
d T* 

>Ml3r 

Local Continuity (Conservation of Mass) Equation: 

/ 

r —(/W = o. 

Gross Conservation of Mass Equation: 

J />U zrr: \rdr - TCa^bi/O 
(Note: the tilda above a character 
denotes the average value at the inlet 
of the radiating sections of the tube.) 

Eq. 4 

1 

Eq. 5 

Eq. 6 
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Tube Wall Boundary Conditions: 

^ ( i — _ C^t (6n » 6nJ +■ (6«i «•£.. 1)17 
11 a/) 

l r V&fv z TCCL^L. 

(k is the fluid conductivity) Eq.7 

0 II 

£
 ’

i
 

Eq.8 

(v(x,a)=0, but 1his equation is not an 
independent one, since it may be derived 
from Equations 5 and 6 above and Equation 9 below* 

Tube Center Boundary Conditions: 

0
 1/ 

> Eq. 9 

$ f N 

d r ™>o)s° 
Eq. 10 

4£-Cv>*° Eq. 11 

Conditions at the Inlet to the Radiating Portion 
of the Tube: 

T(0,r) = Tj_ for all r. Eq. 12 

u(o,r) ='ll 2 (1-r2/a2). Eq. 13 

P( 0 ) = 0. Eq. 14 

v(o,r) = 0 for all r. Eq. 13 

Conditions at the Outlet of the Radiating Portion 
of the Tube: 

Since only first order derivatives with respect 
to the longitudinal coordinate x appear in the 
idealized equations above, only one boundary condition 
for each dependent variable can be specified at a 
boundary value of x. Since all four dependent 



variables are specified at x=0, no restrictions 
can be placed on the values at X=JP, the outlet 
of the radiating portion of the tube. 
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The following set of nondimensional variables are 

introduced, and the problem is reduced to a problem in two 

parameters F(T) and T^. F(T) is defined below. The 
7 

method of Heliums and Churchill was used as a check to 

insure that this pair of parameters constitute a minimum 

parametric representation of the system. 

p/T) — CT (u/i fen -h U/Q (fio/) ( \*F$ 
v ; “ 2TC A(T) 

X = x/x, x = a2u/5 (< is the thermal dlffusivity at T^)t 

R = r/r, r = a. (a is the inside radius of the tube), 

T = T/T, T = 1°Rankine, 

U = u/u, u = mN/(Ka2/)(T1)), 

V = v/v, v = 5/a, 

P = p/p, p =jou2Pr (Pr is the Prandtl number at T^), 

3 = /<(Ti)» 

A = */<5r, «< = «<(Tj_), and 

M = /*//> /= y°(Ti). 

Substitution of the above set of nondimensional 

variables into the basic equations gives the dimensionless 
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system of equations below which are the ones solved in 

the present analysis. 

Equation of Motion: 

MCT) 3 U 
3* •V AkLl 

3R J R 3R •fRS(T) 
0 M \ 
3R / Eq 16 

Energy Equation: 

U il_f y-£L Air) 
R 

Local Continuity Equation. 

** + R } R 

Gross Conservation of Mass Equation: 

Eq.17 

Eq. 18 

f'z. RUMd R = 1 
o 

Boundary Conditions: 

Tube Wall: 

Eq. 19 

Eq. 20 

U(x,i;c O 

(V(K,I) - o) 

Eq. 21 
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Tube Center: 

V(X,0)=0 

!£(X,0)=0 

-^(x,0)=0 

Radiator Inlet: 

T(0,R)=Tj-(1°R.)"1 

U(0,R)=2(1-R2) 

P(0)=0 

V ( 0,R) =0 

Eq. 22 

Eq. 23 

Eq. 24 

Eq. 25 

Eq. 26 

Eq. 27 

Eq. 28 

One Parameter Approxlmatlon: 

The parameter T^ can be eliminated with some sacrifice 

in the accuracy of the solution. The elimination of this 

parameter is simply a matter of neglecting entrance effects 

in the region of the inlet to the radiating portion of the 

tube. Tj_ is eliminated as a parameter by talcing some value 

of above the working range of this variable. Then all 

the one parameter solutions are taken as segments of the 

two parameter solution which starts at the high value of T^. 

The approximate one parameter solution is extracted from the 

two parameter solution (with entry temperature T^) as follows. 

Caps (^)'s over a character denote the one parameter 
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approximate values. 

First one finds X^, the value of X at which s To . 

The subscript b denotes the mixing-cup or bulk temper- 

ature; and Ti , the inlet temperature for the desired 

approximate solution. 
^ A A 

Then Tj, (X (X)) = (X) where X(X) is given by 

XUMX-X^/r^. Eq.29 

and where r is the ratio of the x’s based on the two 
X A 

temperatures 1Z and T • i e V » -L .O » » for the same mass flow rate 

J*  - cxCTi.) MTx) 
* Eq.30 

In similar fashion, for the same flow rate and tube size 

A A 
p(x)=(P(X)-P(xi))/r 

where _ P _ <^(Ti)0(T# 
' /V/ /   \ . V O 

Eq.31 

* ~ «(fjE9-32 

Given the functions Tb (X) and F(X) in tabular 

form, X and P(X.) may be found by interpolation from 
. A 

the table for any desired value of TI which Is less than 

Tb(o) = TI . Then the simple algebraic conversion above 

(Equations 29 through 32 ) will give the tabular functions 
/N /\ SS 

b (X) and P(X) with no further interpolation required. 

The conversion of the approximate tabular results 

back to physical units for a particular flow rate and 

tube diameter is then accomplished by the formulas 

x = $x, x = a2u/oc(Tj_), u = ^/(Xa^f^)), 
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P = ? ?» $ = u2/?( Tk
1)Pr(?J_), and 

T = T (1 ° R) . 
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IV. 

AN APPROXIMATE ANALYTIC SOLUTION 

If further simplifying assumptions are made about 

the fluid, and if certain purely mathematical simplifi¬ 

cations (explained below) are introduced, it is possible 

to derive an analytic solution for (X)* From this 

function an approximation to P(X) can be obtained by 

simple numerical integration using "1^ (X) to determine 

the viscosity at X. The approximate solution approaches 

exactness as the parameter F approaches zero, which 

corresponds to a radiating surface of vanishingly small 

width or of vanishingly small emissivity or both. How¬ 

ever, the approximate solution gives some perspective 

which could not be easily attained from numerical results 

alone. 

The density, specific heat, and the thermal conduc¬ 

tivity are regarded as constant in the following approx¬ 

imate solution. 

The fluid is assumed to have a laminar parabolic 
O 

profile, U=2(1-R ), everywhere in the tube, Ignoring the 

distortion in velocity profiles caused by viscosity 

differences along the radius of the tube. The radial 

velocities are assumed to be zero everywhere. 

The fin parameter is evaluated at the inlet temper¬ 

ature and its temperature dependence is disregarded in 
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the approximate solution. 

The viscosity will be evaluated at the bulk tempera¬ 

ture at each X and regarded as independent of R. 

With these assumptions, the equation of motion becomes 

ijr = -s sn;;. 
The assumptions cited above reduce the energy equation to 

~ HR~ aR. TRT^* Eq-34 

The following form is tried as a solution of Equation 34 j 

T(X,R)= (■£ (x) - Tw(x)) $(&) ■* ~T*(x\ Eq.35 

where TCM - Tu,oji 
T*(x) = 

Thus (j) (R) has the boundary values 

(J> (o) = 1 

and 4* (3-) = O. 

Further requirements on (j>(R) come from the boundary 

conditions on T(X,R). 

Since (X,0) =0, 

it is required that 

<j)'(o) = O. 
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The wall boundary condition, 

fr (x. 1) * - F T.", 
requires that 

(W-Xwjfri) = - F Tw*Cx). 

As a consequence of the wall boundary condition, then 

"T* (X,R) becomes 

T(X.R)- * Tv Bq. 36 

Finally trying this function (Equation 36 ) in the 

energy equation, Equation 34 , gives 

_ FJiisJL i 
i R fr Eq. 37 

After some algebraic simplification Equation 37 

become s 

Tw '(x) 
-fV(«) 

(iR_/+ ♦ 

It can be shown that the Equation 38 does not 
f ' 

have a solution except in the limit as F and (X) 

go to zero. 

Eq. 38 

both 
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However, F Tv/(X) is small with respect to unity for 

sufficiently narrow fins. For such a narrow fin, term 

is nearly equal to 1 for all R, i.e., approximately constant. 

Thus the entire left hand side of Equation 38 is approximately 

constant for all R. 

An approximate solution for fins of finite width is 

obtained by equating the right hand side of Equation 38 

to a constant. 

Equation 39 is a first order, ordinary, linear differ- 

R f(R) * <p'(R) - A fU) 2 (R-R5). Eq. 4o 

The left hand side of Equation 40 may be written 

as a single term to give a form that may be integrated 

directly: 

where A is some constant. 

ential equation for ^'(R) with the boundary condition 

(j) ' (0) =0. 

Equation 39 may be rewritten as 

(R, f CR)) = h 4' Cl) 2 (R-R!) 

C. . 
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The constant C, must be zero in order to satisfy the 

boundary condition, ^'(OjsO. Setting C, =0 and integrating 

again, 

z - -£-)+ C*. 

Prom the condition <^(0)=1, it is seen that C^ = 1. 

The remaining boundary condition, ^(1)=0, now gives 

A <f>'Ci)z(-fc) + l- o 
or A = - -y- . 

Hence <()(R/ ‘ 1 " yR' +• y~R 

fw* - 
and }\ = Z . 

Eq.41 

Now that ^(R) is specified, the Nusselt Number can 

be determined. 

n * - p T~F- — *  2 ~l¥- rx,xj 
T« - % Tv - Tj, 
T- ; where is given by 

ICx)- j 2 RUT(X, R) 4 R. 
O 

Using Equation 36 for T(x;R) and Equation 41 for 

<j)(R), Tfc (X) becomes 
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lk(x) = - R^2fl'R*^1'rR,,i"R^dR 

t> 

+ Wz Rua R 

V TSU) 
or XU) = - fci) 

(j) +• Eq.42 

where X -f z &(z(l-P-‘))Cl-3 R^t J R*7dR = 18. 

The quantity is the bulk average or flow average of / (R). 

Using Equation 42 and the wall boundary condition, 

the expression for the Nusselt Number becomes 

2 C'F-C+) 

* -z fci)/<f>h 

48 
~ 11 * 

*LP - 

The function Tw (X) is found by equating the left 

hand side of Equation 38 to the constant X , using 

(j)^ in place of (j) (R). 

~ ( ir FT/W+ 1) = 

_ JJ_ T. (x) T; '(X) 
TW(X) FT^CX; 

or - z. 
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This expression Is directly Integrated to give 

-f-A-W+f ^fr-=2X ♦ C5. *w 
The constant Cs Is determined from the Inlet (X=0) 

condition. 

r 1 1 C« *  =? 
'3 ' 3 T

T ^ ^ n. 
Finally the function (X) Is given In the following 

Implicit form: 

_L ( i i \ _ _AL y A, 
k ^Tw

3(xj T5-' « ^ T. -x Bq-43 

TT(x) is related to ~T^(x) by Equation 42 , which 
may be written as 

TOO« + -&FT.,*Cx)+X(xl *•«* 

The results for the approximate solution are summarized 

below: 

\ p= - 8fxsn;(x)j dx, 
O 

Vx)-^FTjx)tX(x) 

~ f.—L— —_^ ^ ~Jl, (x) — \/ 
t \ nr- 5 A t2- ^ -jr A> 

T?*,*; = -f FX,*(>0</>(R) * TwCx), 

1- T'R
1
' *-T /?* 

V Bq.45 

/V 2 
% 1*. 34>. 
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V. 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

A summary of the finite difference analysis is 

given below, with the full details left to the appendix. 

The four basic equations (Equations 16, 17, 18, and 

19) constitute a system of coupled partial differential 

equations. Both the energy and momentum equations are 

classified as second order, parabolic partial differential 

equations!^ The coefficients of the derivatives in these 

equations are not constants, but functions of the depen¬ 

dent variables and of the independent variable R. Finite 

difference equations corresponding to the energy and 

momentum equations are written in an implicit form analogous 

to the Crank-Nlcolson method for the simple transient 

heat conduction equation (in one spatial dimension). The 

truncation error for these difference equations is of 

order (h2 + g2), where h and g are the axial and radial 

17 step lengths respectively. 

The conservation of mass equation (19) is an integral 

equation which is evaluated by the so-called parabolic 

fc c 
rule which has a formal accuracy of the order, 0'(g5). 

The conservation of mass equation and the equation of 

motion are solved jointly using a method developed by 

2 
Bodia and Osterle. This method has been defended by 
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1 C 1 o 

Heliums 3 against objections raised by Wendel and Whitaker. ° 

Whitaker had asserted that Bodia and Osterle had solved an 

incompletely specified problem. 

A second order finite difference approximation (formal 

error of order h^+g^) for the local continuity equation 

was tried and found to create instability in the solution 

in the inlet region. Since the radial velocities, which 

are obtained from the solution of the local continuity 

equation, are of comparatively minor importance, a stable 

first order formula has been adopted in place of the unstable 
p 

formula. The formal accuracy of this stable formula is 0(h+g ). 

Convergence studies are discussed in Section VII, in 

which the ratio h/g is held constant as both h and g are 

decreased. It is apparent from these case studies that the 

solution converges much more rapidly than a first order process 

for mesh spacings which are large enough for practical 

computer calculations. The convergence rate would become 

first order in the limit as the mesh spacing is decreased 

to zero. 

The Crank-Nicolson method allows the fluid state to 

be calculated at discrete points on the radius, one longi¬ 

tudinal step at a time down the tube in the direction of flow. 

For each step the tube wall temperature is calculated by a 

Newton-Raphson iterative method. 



NUMERICA1 RESULTS AND THEIR APPLICATION 

TO THE SYNTHESIS OF NBTWORK PERFORMANCE 

The major computer program, RADFLO, solves the 

transport equations for the flow In the radiating por¬ 

tion of a finned-tube radiator element. The principal 

output from this numerical solution is the set of tabu¬ 

lar functions, T^X), P(X), and *■*» (X). These functions 

depend on the fin configuration parameter, F, and the 

inlet temperature, T^. The results of sample cases are 

plotted in figures 5 through 11, with the detailed spec¬ 

ifications of the fins considered in each case given 

in the table, figure 11.5* The RADFLO two-parameter 

results are compared in each figure with the simple 

analytic solution and with a one-parameter solution 

which is extracted from a RADFLO solution with some 

higher value of T^. The secondary program, EXCASE, is 

presented to give an example of the application of the 

nondlmenslonal RADFLO solution to performance calculations. 

The program EXCASE converts the dimensionless RADFLO 

output into engineering units and adds the pressure drop 

in the insulated connecting tubes to the pressure drop 

of the radiating section. EXCASE produces in tabular 

form the functions ^p(Ajj), Te(mjj), and Q(mjj) for a 
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single finned-tube radiator element, where T is the 
0 

bulk temperature at the exit, and Q is the heat rejected* 

The following specifications of the finned-tube 

radiator element are required input data for EXOASEs 

(1 ) Tube Inside radius 

(2) Length of the radiating section 

(3) Lengths of the insulated inlet and 
outlet connecting tubes 

(4) The desired inlet temperature 

(5) A RADPLO output deck for the desired 
fin configuration and any inlet temp¬ 
erature greater than or equal to the 
desired value 

When the desired inlet temperature is not the same as the 

inlet temperature used in the EADFLO solution, EXOASS 

automatically incorporates the one-parameter conversion 

algebra and interpolation* 

In figures 12, 13, and 14 typical EXCASS results 

are plotted* In figure 12 three computations of the 

function Ap(ms) are plotted for the same finned-tube 

element* The separate computations show both the small 

error Incurred by neglecting entrance effects in the 

radiating portion of the tube (i*e., by use of a one- 

parameter solution) and the considerably larger error 

Incurred by using the approximate analytic solution for 

a fin of 2*75 inches half-width* 
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Most Importantly, figure 12 shows the characteristic 

feature of the A p(mN) function, the existence of a mini¬ 

mum value of A P for which steady or quasi-steady laminar 

flow is possible. Figure 13 shows the way in which the 

minimum required pressure drop increases as the inlet 

temperature to the tube decreases. 

SYNTHESIS OF NETWORK PERFORMANCE 

EXAMPLE U 

The discussion above has dealt with the performance 

of single radiator elements. Now the behavior of a 

sample two tube parallel network will be described* 

The specifications of the radiator chosen for the 

first example are as follows: 

(1) Fin configuration as described for 
RADFLO data set number IX (see figure 11.5) 

(2) Length of radiating section equal to 
170.5 inches for both elements 

(3) Inlet and outlet connecting tubes each 
24 inches long for the shorter element 

(4) Inlet and outlet connecting tubes each 
36 inches long for the longer element 

(5) Inside radius of .214 inches for each tube 

(6) Inlet temperatures of 100°F. for each tube 

The elements are assumed to be thermally independent 

and coupled only by the requirement that pressure drop 

across the two elements be the same. 
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Figure 15 shows the curves A p(4^ ) and Ap (1&2), 

where the subscript _1_ denotes the shorter of the two 

elements. It is the higher value of the minimum A P 

for the longer tube that allows the selective stagna¬ 

tion of this tube as the inlet temperature or the total 

mass flow rate (or both) is (or are) decreased. 

Now all possible values of m^ for a particular value 

of A p (shown in figure 16) can be obtained from figure 

15 by adding the individual tube flow rates together for 

that value ofAp. Since either tube can be on the high 

flow rate branch, the low flow rate branch, or stagnated, 

the number of "possible" 4-t‘s for a given A p may be as 

high as nine. 

If all the "possible“ 4^ curves were physically stable 

flow states, the performance of parallel flow networks 

could become exceedingly difficult to analyze. The return 

of the network to equilibrium when subjected to small 

disturbances is a transient phenomenon not covered in 

the present analysis. However, the present analysis can 

be extended somewhat by means of some physical reasoning 

which leads to the hypothesis that certain of the curves 

in figure 16 are unstable and may be disregarded. 

Now in an equilibrium flow the column of fluid in 

the tube is subjected to two equal and opposite forces. 

There is a force on the fluid in the direction of flow, 
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the one resulting from the pressure difference at the 

inlet and outlet cross sections of the tube. The tube 

walls provide a viscous drag force in the opposite 

direction. These forces are precisely balanced in 

steady flow, but in transient behavior the difference in 

these two forces will act either to accelerate or decel¬ 

erate the flow. Let f denote the wall drag force, and 

AP*A the pressure force, where A is the cross sectional 

area of the tube. Then in a transient flow, the fluid 

accelerates when (Ap*A)>f, and the flow decelerates when 

(Ap»A)<f . 

Consider one of the mjj vs.Ap curves in figure 15 

once more. That curve and the horizontal axis are the 

loci of points in the plane for which f=Ap*A. All other 

points in the plane correspond to transient flow states. 

Now on the high flow rate branch of the equilibrium 

curve and within some sufficiently small neighborhood 

of the curve, the drag increases when mjj increases. Thus 

a transient deceleration to a point on the concave side 

of the curve would decrease the drag force to a value 

below the value of f on the equilibrium curve at the same 

value ofAp. Thus the quantity (Ap*A-f) would be positive 

and the fluid would be accelerated back up to the equili¬ 

brium curve, A transient acceleration from the equilibrium 
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curve to a point on the convex side of the curve would 

increase the drag force to a value above the value of f 

on the equilibrium curve at the same pressure. Conse¬ 

quently, the fluid would be decelerated back to the 

equilibrium curve. 

However, on the low flow rate branch of the curve, 

f increases with decreasing %, due to the thickening 

of the fluid at the lower flow rates. Thus a transient 

acceleration to the concave side of the curve would decrease 

the drag force and tend to amplify the transient accel¬ 

eration rather than driving the flow state back to 

equilibrium. A transient deceleration to the convex 

side of the curve would result in a higher drag force 

and likewise amplify the disturbance. Hence in a multi¬ 

ple tube parallel flow network with at least two tubes 

flowing, a flow state on the low flow rate branch of 

the equilibrium curve would possess an unstable equili¬ 

brium; any disturbance would tend to be amplified, re¬ 

sulting in acceleration to the high flow rate branch 

or deceleration to the stagnant state. Now if a net¬ 

work consists of a single tube or if all the tubes of 

a parallel flow network are frozen except one, and if 

the mass flow rate is held constant; then the low flow 

rate branch of the AJJ vs. Ap curve would no longer be un¬ 

stable, simply because in this situation AN is rigidly fixed. 
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The physical argument above allows the complex 4^ 

curves of figure 16 to be simplified to the form shown 

in figure 17 for quasi-steady or steady flows. In 

figure 17 the individual tube flow rates are also shown 

(as dotted lines), so that for a given m^ the individual 

flow rates may be obtained simply by dropping a vertical 

line (AP fixed) from the m^ curve to the individual flow 

rate curves. The low flow rate portion of the individual 

flow rate curve for the longer tube is deleted, since 

lowering the inlet temperature or decreasing the total 

mass flow rate would cause the longer tube to stagnate 

first. It is assumed that whatever heating process is 

used to recover (thaw) the stagnated element or elements 

does not leave the system with the shorter tube stagnated 

and the longer tube flowing in the low flow rate regime. 

Once the m curve is obtained, allowing determination of 

the individual flow rates as illustrated in figure 17, 

the heat rejected by each element may be interpolated 

from the EXCASE tabular Q(ISJJ) function. 

EXAMPLE 2. 

The second example of parallel network performance 

considers a model radiator for which comparison with 

experimental data is possible. 
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The model radiator consists of three tubes soldered 

to a single rectangular stainless steel plate* Heat con¬ 

duction between adjacent elements is negligible because 

the temperature difference between the elements at any 

given longitudinal position is small for the case described* 

From a photograph of the experimental apparatus"^ it was 

estimated that the lengths of the inlet and outlet connect¬ 

ing tubes were all approximately the same, about 5*0 

inche s• 

The slight difference in the Ap(m^) function between 

the center and outer tubes is caused by the wider fin to 

which the center tube is attached* The total width of 

the center fin is 7*2 inches, while the outer tubes have a 

width of 5*4 inches each* The nedgesN of the fins were 

taken to be the lines midway between the tubes on the 

ste&l plate* All three finned-tube elements have an 18 

inch radiating section* Other details of the fin config¬ 

uration are given in data set XIX and XX of figure 11*5* 

The RADFLO results processed by EXCASE are plotted 

in figure 18* Only a segment of the high flow rate 

branch is shown* The Individual tube flow rates are 

found from figure 18 and from the given total mass flow rate 

of 11.47 lb /hr for the experimental case cited. Figure 
IQ 

18 also shows the heat rejected by each tube at the 

experimental case flow rate (interpolated from the EXCASE 
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tabular results)* The sum of these heat rejection rates 

agrees within 6% with the experimental value for the total* 

Also using these individual tube mass flow rates and the 

RADFLO data* the bulk temperature distribution (along the 

tube length)and the tube wall temperature distribution can 

be calculated* These latter results are presented and 

compared with experimental data in Section VII* 
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VII. 

CONVERGENCE AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

It is demonstrated that the present numerical process 

converges to the solution of the transport equations and 

to a reasonable description of the physical problem by a 

two step argument. First it is shown that the numerical 

process indeed converges to some steady solution as the 

mesh size is reduced to smaller and smaller values. Next 

the numerical solution is compared with experimental data 

to show (1) that the converged solution is not some ex¬ 

traneous result of a possible multiplicity of solutions 

to the basic equations, (2)that the finite difference 

equations do not converge to the solution of some other 

set of partial differential equations than the desired 

set (see for comparison the meJfehod of DuFort and Frankel 
4 

as discussed by Fox ), and (3) that the idealizations 

made in deriving the transport equations are reasonable. 

Convergence is demonstrated by considering the values 

computed for the pressure drop and bulk temperature at a 

point far downstream from the inlet as the mesh spacing 

is reduced to smaller and smaller values holding the 

ratio h/g constant. Figures 19, 2C, and 21 demonstrate 

the convergence of the RADFLO solution for fins of various 
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sizes at a point in the solution where the bulk tempera¬ 

ture has fallen to approximately 300 °Rankine below the 

inlet temperature. On each of these figures the computed 

values of pressure and temperature (at constant X) are 

shown for mesh spacings (g) of 1/12, 1/16, and 1/24. 

It was mentioned in Section V that the truncation errors 

in the finite difference equations were of order g2 in 

most cases and of order g in the case of the local con¬ 

tinuity equation. Hence the value PQX (the exact value 

for P as g approaches zero) is related to P (the value 

of P obtained for g=1/N) by the following formula: 

pez=pN + KlS + K2S2- 

for sufficiently small g, where Kj and Kg are constants. 

The three values , Kg, and PQX may than be determined 

from the computed values of P12, ^24* us*nS the 

equation above. In the same way the limiting value of 

T^ can be computed. These limiting values have been 

computed for each of the pressures and temperatures on 

the figures 19, 20, and 21 and are designated by a 

triangular graphing symbol. 

The values of P and T, for N=12, 16, and 20 could b 
now be compared with the limiting values mentioned above, 

but as a more conservative estimate of the rate of con¬ 

vergence the following alternative is followed. The 
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conservative estimates of the limiting values of P and 

Tb are found by extrapolating the results for g=1/24 

and g=1/16 to the axis g=0 by means of a linear exten¬ 

sion (shown as the dashed line in the figures 19 through 

21), rather than a parabolic extension. The intercept 

of this straight line with the g=0 axis is the conserva¬ 

tive estimate of the limiting value with which the P^ 

and TbN are compared in the table below. 

The errors in P are given on a percentage basis; 

the errors in temperature are given in °Rankine. 

Error in 
Quantity Below For N=12, N=1 6, N=24. 

Tb (Pig. 19) 1.01 °R. • 
P4 
O
 CVJ 

t*- • .48 °R. 

Tb (Pig. 20) .92 .65 .43 

Tb (Pig. 21) 

0
0
 • .55 .34 

P (Pig. 19) 5.42# 3.82# 2.51# 

P (Pig. 20) 5.03 3.53 2.36 

P (Pig. 21 ) 5.21 3.68 2.4 

In examination of tabular RADPLO results, the author 

has found that the fractional truncation error in the 

pressure drop increases with X, so that convergence of P 

at the extreme points discussed above implies convergence 

for all points closer to the inlet. The errors in the 
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temperature are about the same for all values of X, so 

that the values listed above for the convergence of T-^ 

are indicative of the results over the entire range. 

Comparisons of RADFLO results with experimental 

data are shown in figures 22, 23, and 24. Unfortunately, 

no pressure drop data could be found by the author with 

which to make comparisons. 

The radiator which is the subject of figure 22 has 

been described in the second example of section VI. 

The radiator which is the subject of figures 23 and 

24 is actually the same one described previously with 

two more tubes soldered onto the plate to provide five 

identical elements. For this radiator the temperature 

distribution along the length is identical for each tube 

and the mass flow rate is the same in each tube. Hence 

the program EXCASE is not needed in determining the mass 

flow rates. The details of the fins for figures 23 and 

24 are given in RADFLO data sets I and III (figure 11.5). 

In all the experimental comparison figures the heat 

rejection rates are predicted within 6% and the outlet 

bulk temperatures within 4 °F. of the experimental value 

at the worst. The agreement of the present analysis with 

that reported by LTV in regard to bulk temperature distri¬ 

bution is also very good, and the two analyses use quite 

different numerical methods. The “fluid data” points, 
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designated by circular plotting symbols, were not intended 

to be bulk temperature measurements but are values obtained 

by inserting thermocouples into the flow stream. These 

points do show that the basic shape of the temperature distri¬ 

bution along the length is roughly parallel to the bulk temp¬ 

erature distribution predicted by the present analysis. 

A very indirect check on the pressure drops is afforded 

by the LTV Test Run 18, since the wider fin on the center 

tube causes some difference in the center and outer tube 

Ap(mjj) curves as shown in Section VI. The individual 

mass flow rates are computed by finding the pressure at 

which the sum of the three flow rates is the given total 

mass flow rate. The outlet bulk temperatures calculated 

on the basis of these flow rates agree with the experimental 

values within 3.4 °F. 

A second indirect confirmation of the RADFLO pressure 

drop results is that the RADFLO P(X) curves approach 8X 

(the isothermal flow value) as X approaches zero. A third 

indirect confirmation is seen in the approach of the RADFLO 

results to the analytic solution as the fin width is 

decreased (see Figures 5, 6, and 7). 

The author concludes that the indirect pressure drop 

comparisons and the comparisons with experimental data give 

only positive reflections on the present analysis, although 

he does not regard the present pressure drop evidence as 

conclusive. 



VIII 

FORTRAN LISTINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

WITH 

FLOW DIAGRAMS 
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I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PROGRAM RADFLO 

Dimension, Format, Arithmetic Function Subprograms 

Read Number of Data Sets to Be Processed 

Read Inlet Temperature, TSTOP, Fin Properties, 
Number of Radial Points* Initialization for First 
Step at Inlet 

Initialize New Step 

Energy Equation 

Momentum Equation 

Continuity Equation 

Control of Nonlinear Coefficients Iteration, 
Newton-Raphson Iteration and Convergence Control 

Compute Bulk Temperature, Add Pressure Increment, 
Output 

IX 
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ir PnFL?71 
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n n r | 770 
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^6 TF (Anc(lVi)-l •r-r>^) F6^'6<
<Jt; 
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nnr| 07^ 

*6 CON TIMUF $•!*+'•* -jfif'jZ*? 
FLOW 5 Mr r:^ VO 

jy Ar- 

^ 7t*ir*tiiTUKe ro* cumnotf’r rrip 
DO A 7 K = l>7h^*4£ cotviptryp   

UU1(K)=UU(K )-!.'(<) 

VV1(K)=VV(K)-V(K) 

TT1 (<)= T T(K)-T(<) 

\—userJ in—ex *VW TVV r**r- 

f*r step tnih'^l i ■ 

pnri 07A1 

1 _  . 

n>PFL777 

nnrl. °7P 

nf' F 1.370- 

(?nr[ 7pn • 

fcr RPFI. ?«1 

1: (vr ) =! M 1 ( K ) V 
for curr'-en'f 

next; 
SUf> ir onrj 707 

beLQtoUi for 'H\>e >?*«-»/ 
O«JH/I here  
<U,/ e..mf>M:JTrI-’0’' 

A 7 T ( ^ ) = T T ( K ) J &tc. in-4>/^<ri^  
p n r L 7 0 4 

r>0 777 <=i ,MU PpFL7<>5 : 

777 CMMF(K)=FFMMF(<) MfytjA.) k*c-onje$ &{Tj^ ) i>* tye DPF[.7.Qft 1 

U(NV)=0. 
next spicf*. p n r 1 7 p *7 
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RPFL?°?f 
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nn = "*n + nn 

nnp\/p = pnpv 

nOPVs^PnPV 

T P ^ I M T = I P R I N T +1 

■3^.]jfr.bczetziSA- 

■for f/ie. ncx'i 

TF (jroUNT-1) inO2,lOP?»10O3 

^1. vrp|_ 

noc| /4n9 

p^rj /, r* A 

D P C l _ p C 

Pnrj 

p r, P | /, n 7«• 

pPri.AOn-' 

P^^L^nn- 

1^03 TF- (TPRINT-3) 262,263,2ft? 

?A3 PUNCH104, TTB,PP,XX,VNUFLT , TT (NW) * JCOUMT 

POFL410. 

Oitp ~p tin cJ\ <e</Rr" 

jzpery -fj fiji  
RBFL M1 

JPPIMT=0 PDFL412: 

T C^TT=ISFfT+1 PPFL^n ‘ 

TF (T^PCT-Pn) ?A2«1^?,?62 

i rnMTTNl.iF 

-FLO#—*T~+’C,—pFo fries—are i 

_print* *1 _ *\ fter cuery 160 *teyrs-nc|-A1 /4 . 

POFL/il^- 

T crfT = n 

’••'PT TF(ft ,106 ) JCO1 ?NT » dPP V < XNI I.^LT 

'PPFLA1ft•; 

RPFLA1 7* 

WPI TFT 6,105 ) (TT(K) V"(<) »VV(K) « K = 1 ,Mvj 

P-T^l witi 

RDFL^I0 
• .""*i wKen Tb <-T8rj/r, ft*T(~s{Tri 

?*? TF <TTP^Tsi°&l»26V?>,i---,?<g0 u_.£*a*a*i.*«X .««*<• 4_Awg,pl:L/4lQ:_ 



b/ocK M c*nt ihi4.<L.d RADFLO r.lZ. : — ; * ^ P  r 

?G4 PMMCH104 , T7B.PP.XX • VM.McL.Tf TT (,W ) , JCOMMT R0FL4Po: 

GO TO .1 Cotton rn.n 4 fd beyin h^x't job R0FL4P1! 

?R0 GO TO 5 next* S^cf comm anc( PDFl 4PPi 

loop CCN T I N". IF RPFL42P; 

FMD 
. 

‘ P P r L 4 2 4 • 

GIJRR0' IT IMF TP^TAG (M.A,P,r,p,T) 1 001. 
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nop)=r(iI/P(II 

•o( i )=nn )/PM ) 
d~ 

MMsM-1 by w) G-thctcf af TP?d/r>nS^ ^.25+ 

I 
TOP i 

iftl i/« t 'tiric(r*cj or\*Lt 

Sysfc.nn tf linecLr* gfgg hens 
IPO I 

104.;’ 
 in—TM t^rpJjfUCS. CSJJS££JL£z£ • 

no IT=2*MM 1 OR j 

RP(I)=C{I)/<R(T)— A{t 1)) • jnft! 

1 0(I)=(D(I)-A(T)*Q(I-]))/(B(I)-A{T)*RB{1-1)) . ■■ • r. 10 7t! 

■ O ( N ) = ( D (N ) - A ( N ) *0 ( N-l) )■/ ( P( N ) - A ( N ) 4BB.I M-l') ) . .100 1 

‘ T(M)=Q(N) ' i o° i 
. j 

00 2 I=1*NN 1 V" j 
i 

X=NM-I+1. * 1U* 

P T(K)=0(K)-T(K + l)*BR(X) • 11?! 

OFTflOM 110; 

PMH 114; 

IA/PUT DATA FOR f^ADFLO 
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AhnA-yi-X. 

Ti.rsroP   

A/ 
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If m* t (esx  

inches t unifiers , unt Hass 
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RADFLO GLOSSARY 

A(TD) 

AA(K) Coefficients, in Eq. A19, Eq. A16.5 

ALBAR (T.) 

B(K) Coefficients, in Eq. A19, Eq. A16.5 

C(K) Coefficients, in Eq. A19, Eq. A16.5 

CP(TD) cp(TD), specific heat functlon(Sec.II of text) 

D(K) Used for both sets of coefficients $ j 

in Eq.19, also for^ in Eq. 16.5 ' • * 

DM1,DM2 Dummy variables 

DP The pressure increment for one longitudinal 
step 

D1 ,D2,D3,D4 Dummy variables 

BTA1 (TD) (TD) 

ETA2(TD) Y) 2(TD) 

E01 

E02 &0Z 

E1 1 K fin emissivities 

E12 €,* 

E21 

E22 
€22. / 

F(TD) F(TD),the fin configuration parameter 

FLUX dJ (X. 1 1), Eq. A23 
DR 3+1, 

FTSTOP F( TSTjtfP) 

FTZER0 E(T ) 



RG-2 

G 

H 

HBULK 

HH 

HHH 

HHPK 

HHPMM 

HH1 

HH2 

HJ 

HK 

HMURj") 

MURK J 

HMURNJ 

HU 

HPM 

HPMM 

IPRINT 

I SECT 

ITER 

ITERSM 

J 

JCOUNT 

g, radial space length 

h, axial space length 

Bulk or flow average of the enthalpy 

h/g2 

ii/g 

Pr h/M(T^>lc)g
2 

Pr h/M(T;]+1>k)g
2 

Pr h/g2 

Pr h 

Enthalpy at Rj 

Enthalpy at X^+1 R^ 

Dummy variables 

Enthalpy at xj+1 fRjj 

ft h/M(Tjjlc) 

rr h/KfT-J+, >k) 

Index controlling punched card output 

Index controlling line printer output of 
temperature and velocity profiles 

Index of the iteration for the determination 
of the nonlinear coefficients 

Index of the total number of solutions of the 
transport finite difference equations for a 
single longitudinal step 

A dummy integer variable, not the axial position 
index 

j, the index of the axial position of the 
"known*' row 



RG-3 

K k, the index of the radial position 

N N, the number of radial spaces 

NMDAT The number of jobs to be executed in a 
single period of computation 

m N-1 

NUN N-2 

NNR Index of the Newton-Raphson iteration 

NW N+1, the radial index of the point at the 
wall, * 

N3 Index of the number of jobs completed 

PDRV , 4..?— at X, A x j 

PDRVP A P at X. , 
d K J-1 

PI 

PP Pressure at X^+j the “unknown*' row 

PPDRV d,P— at X, - 
d X 3+1 

PRBAR fr, the Prandtl number at the inlet temperature 

Q A dummy variable, usually a floating point 
number equal to k. 

QD A dummy variable 

QQ A dummy variable 

R( QD) The nondimensional radius at radial location 
K=QD 

R0(TD) />(TD), the density function (Section II 
of text) 

R0BAR 

SMNE(K) S(T ) (the nondimensional viscosity) 
J > K 

SR(K) S(Tj, k+i^Rk+^’ a-*-s0 use<* as a dummy vector 

SSMNE(K) s‘Tj+t,k> 

also used as a dummy vector 



RG-4 

SSR(K) S(T i) Rir+i» also used as a dummy vector 

SSUM Dummy variable 

SUM Dummy variable 

SI(TD) Nondimensional viscosity from one-term 
viscosity formula 

S2(TD) Nondimensional viscosity from two-term 
viscosity formula 

T(K) 

TD Dummy temperature variable 

THK1 t1 , thickness of fin^ 

THK2 tg» thickness of fing 

TK1 kfin^.thermal conductivity of fin1 

TK2 k,,. thermal conductivity of fln^ 
f ln2 2 

TSTjdP Desired lower temperature limit of numerical 
solution 

TT(K) TJ+1»k 
TTB Bulk temperature at X^+1 

TTT Dummy temperature variable 

TT1 (K) Dummy temperature vector 

TWFLUX Wall temperature predicted by solution 
Equation 20 

of 

TWP0RK Former guess of wall temperature 

TWLAST Last guess of wall temperature 

TZER$ T^, the inlet temperature 

T1 Dummy variable 

T2 Dummy variable 

U(X) U;j,k 



RG-5 

UU(K) U3+t 

UU1(K) Dummy axial velocity vector 

V(K) 

VSBAR 

VS1 (TD) One-term viscosity formula 

VS2(TD) Two-term viscosity formula 

VV(K) V3+1,k 

VV1 (K) Dummy radial velocity vector 

WO w0 ■) 

W1 
l See Figure 1 

Wi ? 

W2 w2 J 
XK(TD) k(TD), the fluid thermal conductivity function 

(Section II of text) 

XL1 ( TD) ^(TD), parameter in effectiveness function 
(Section II of text) 

XL2(TB) oCp(TD), parameter in effectiveness function 
^(Section II of text) 

XM(TD) /}(TD)/yo (T^), nondimensional density function 

XN N in FORTRAN floating point convention 

XNUSLT N.TTT , the Nusselt number 
NUD 

XX XJ+1 

XIL XL1 (TZER0) = «£J(Ti) 

X2L XL2(TZER0)=<^( Tj.) 

Y(K) Auxiliary vector, Equation A20 

XINTGR >k)<5R, p. A12 

Z(K) Auxiliary vector, Eq. A21 

ZINTGR /’/2ZkRkM(T<)+1 >k)<$ R, p. A12 



     ac/js£_ T. i 

 ncrAsr   fee fXC/QSZ GL OSSAR? forj-  * ___* 
Me mr<\n i'ncts c’t' M* ^oRreetJ namt?£% 

HI '/CMCJ^.V TP ( 2r>~-) , P { pop ) , X ( 2on ) ^ 

1 T (?-in4r,) 

2 ....r°?"*T H^)  •  • _   

T rr»r?*' A T j Q n c # Q j 

4^rpo'\AT 

iLJ-.^'JA.TL\.x,L/fH'VAFc; FL^U RAT? + 3X» 1 2HPEY.Mr>LPc   _   

i T?HPPrs.g.u^r npor*«,? x«i PHOUTLFT BIX TF.M,n^xn^.Hnm ^rj^rjrn)   

6 rOR*j*AT‘< f)X» 5HLP /HP•6X»1 5H ( D I.MPNS I QNLrsc ) «7X »3HPM , pV , _ _ 

11 4HPFG FA^RFM^FI T »6X>6HPTU/HR )    

Pin-s .1615027 

. ^EAD 1 »TZERO»TI .- panel) JL+A* ih *n,'fc °^j Hi FodfA F+T Z FfO* 5 

REAP- 1»AANCH,XLNCH£ •• «» ' *' " '* " irtcAcS ># 

pEAP 1 fCNINL >CROUT * " " » '• " M ** "■ 

TZrRQ=T7.ERO+45Qt6o‘./l T   '  .  \ 

 TI = TI+4^0.6° ^ . 

C NI M = C NIN’ L /12 • . ■" inc.bes r*-. f*et. 

• CROT=CMr'UT/l 2. 

A A = A A M C H / 12 • 
■ , i 

VL=XLMCH/12. 

T =0 

TD= TZERO 7Z> d* An r b «» Tv 

— GO TO 7 
r^.— ■. -—■■■■ ■ . » f m**"* p* £ 

3 TP = TI 777 r*J* ft'h 
\ ■  r:   

■CPP.AP=»0Qri644-»Tf)+»396 

A 

t* b* 71- 

GLYCOL.! 

X'<BAR =-.0000834*TD+.26335 ’ GLYCOL' 
12 
11 PCBAR =-»0232#T0+79.7 O-LYCCL 
10 
9 .ALp.AR = XKBAR/(ROBAP*CDRAR) r-LVCCL, 
8 
7 VS?°R = ITXP(-11.3:!C3'"i+l644,4r>84/(Tn-?4?.-’608?n GLYCOL 
6 
5 1 + EX0(1?^?O0.A.o/Tn-3?A.Pn^1 ) GLYCOL 
4 
3  LEi I ).l 0 $_? » 1 P 1 , *1, tt’me. . .5/f|C e X tV4i 

1  *)V €«KO 4i 
^ /^j **i Jre-e#rt V t/nfie I Uc ie«n n«4efi' F*rv * *>«'i 



excnsF 

• o AL7:30=AL? Alt- 

uc7 ~>^-yr, ^ nr •«Ti),>a(T:0‘,/ (***) '*M: 

POXPCsP^RAR 

X is rcc^-ef ine«i b« 1 so ,Ht* + 
T = 1 

<\\ooV9.„ be 

.. H —>— (are )», 1) ._  

_Uf* 4 P>*) XL? 

in ALT v = ALriA R 

V5 I N=VS.?BR 

op y M=pnr\AP J 

* lx<) ^ CTJ7)" yO (TV) JC 

T p (( T! -T7rpn) - . nr. ] ) 15,15,16 
OM< ’ ■■■ i 

1 6 np A T = V5 T N*ALZR0aP07RO*Pr£prY/ ( VS7R0*AL T M*ROj My p ) 

YPAT=AL7p0^on7PO/ (ALT M* PO I ) Fq . 30> 

£j7~3r 

-r;^ TO i7 

15 PPATrl , 

XRA T=1 . 

fyf* |»Ar^>h,<'gr 

PFLP=0 •• 

+•»# i/iVl «A6« #f 's 30 «n«/ 51 MTA e H *7V ' T^‘ 

f0** ; ffi-ft mefC ftcegrafe fwo- *pp.KL* 

XA*» o‘ 

DELX = 0. **,d ^x;J=o 

rV« ZoKrfA d+-t*. 
^17 READ 2.N . A/ 1*5* fAc 

A^M fAe. *fw* is USe<(. 

*-&XC.(\Sh*-~d fn ^M>r“rj, 

MU«1 O £ c»r c/j /ft •/•Ac 

TB(1 )=TZERO 

D(1 )=0. 

X(1 ) =0• 

Uy excess. ftnoFLO tfwf-pMf* mice# to re<\ d 

_C7TA« £Lnc /dent //?«= <\ /V<7 n c*.*zc(.s head i’.n <7 ® * c A 
RfiOFt-o output JecKj JZlf +• b* re *.<( k»y Jexcise 

1 rtz/u/HJ rqf /*Ae A/*)  j&OJn cot 

SJLJV P«0 4l^X»0, 

M = M + J 

*FAn 3* ( TR(J),P(J),y(j)»j=2 * N ) 

^ ~dcck~ is read* the 
^tcK comptft&s tko Input +• rxdAse, 

I I  
! F ( ARM T T -T7 rr?0 1 « , 1 P , 1 " ■ ■■■ nn ,r» .in ■■'7) H 4~/TAra^-jr=BB«aBal- 

7 9 J=! Solution rout* 

-iu>» — pm.\r+-*~\e-tc ir So in h'itf 

is being Hfcdj ft i$ Lrnncfi 

IS UHSu/cd 

U TP(T3(J)-TI) 1 3 ♦ 1-2 »1 ? 

1.? j = J + l 

GO TO 11 

T*- 

rX-/)--7-a§r=m^) JSsssgtsj .... 
7 I " ./ #/ -X A 

ro /a 
Jirec^ttfn #/ 

Selects \/ j«eA 

13 T2=TP(J) •nw-0 £ 7: > nwj a 

T3=TB(J+l) 

T1=TB(J-l) 

X2=X(J) 



EXC.4SB p. 3 

.yi-xtj-i) 

Y^rY( J+l ) 

Cl = (TT-T?)-5MTT-T'a)/( (‘r1-T2)*(T1-T‘a) ) 

C2=(TT-T1 )*(TT_T*a) /•( (T?-T1 )#(T?-T7) ) 

r** =(TT-TI)*(T ?-T?)/(fT?-TI)#(T*-T? n 

r>FLx=n *xi+c?^x?+r^^x^ Zkjr*.n<j ini Q-rpolo, ft’otj for XA* a 

VX = r>rLX 

°2=n(J) 

PI = P( J-.l ) 

°3 = P(J+] ) 

Cl=(XX-X2)*(XX-X3)/( C X1-X2)*’(X1-X3 ) ) 

C2 =(XX-X1)*(XX-X?)/((X?-X|)*(X?-Y?)) 

C3=(XX-X1)*(*X-X2)/( ( X 3 - X T ) * ( X 3 - X 2 ) ) 

DpLn=C1*P1+C2*P2+C3*D^ X«.<yi4.y\c\ i*n //a*, for P(XA) , 
r— It-ATTTpsfwr 

i8 PUNi?Trs,f^^Kf* r# 

PUNCH 6 
oct^p t*,-tr <n n3s 

YMAX = ° I*AA*VSI 60 *V i* lbm/h* for ^Rea 

no IA! = I .?* 
■ft! 

 lartfh14T 

25Z0 

upper linyii /*A«t 

~//OLJ r-*ng e_ 

XI = I 
Setter ts set 

XMDOT = XMAX*(•8**(X I-].) ) 

IIBAR=XMDOT/(P1#AA*AA*RQIN) 

jgeo.niejLcjLszjkJly. .g.g.dL 

XPAR=AA*AA*URAR/ALTN 

A 

A- 

5 

l-see—rf-z-l— 

( **; 

c>6AR = VSINtfUBAR*U0AR/( ALIN*144.*32. ) T 
~uWUTe +f~~ V4 r 

XLL=XL/XBAR 
~JkT 

lie. + _fcctio»i 

YLLZR=DFLX+XLL*XRAT 

J=] 

?2 TP( X( J)-XLL7.P)20,20 ,?i 

I/A/if < o/* X <t/" /’/A el A/*/«./ 0 ^ 

' /{§ r A V /it //W f * d ^r 47 

•ufU'f 

?0__J = J + 1  

 TF (J-M) 22 > 3" » ?.n 

21 V2=X(J) 

vi=X(J-l) 

“f  L 
Xw-0 Jew) xf/Vii' 

 J_h.se/ecti_j SMCA Atf.  

/ncre*.*m o 
— X '* 

'XCJ-0 <XLLZR < X(Jj 

P# LooF 14- . . 
ir fv/#i: BXMCilT.eO Me /M// Z5 
I ft r»m fHO OF TA/6 KbOpLO P*r* ts 
gn/coinrr**Mo pmm , _ 



Y3 = V( J+1 ) 

m ( i-i t 

r. r -i % i j 

n? = :': J+I ) 

= ~ •( J-i) 

T- 

T-i'> = Tr ( J+i ) 

v Y = v | | 7 n 

1 -{YV-Y7)*(vy.yi) / ( f y 1 _y ;> ) * ( y 1-X 3 ) ) 

C.? = ( yv-y i ) # ( yy.yi ) / ( (y?-y] )-*«-{ X p —V ^ ) ) 

r-5.= ( YY-yi ) * ( y Y-Y? ) / • ( Y^-y ] ) * (Y o-y ? \ ) 

exc*s£ jo. 4- 

D7P=ri*DI+C2^P2+f?^P3 

TOUT = C 1 *T51+C?*TB'2+C3*TP5 J 
p-tf- 

DP=(PZR-DFLP)/PRAT P at th* out-/** 
Contribution T* A jo 

y> ra<f/<i f/nj gee nn?AP=pp^pi3AR*(-i . ) 

PFYN0=2 • ■w-XMDGT/(PI *AA#VSI N*3600 • ) A/^ 

TD= TOUT 

POn Ar? = — , 0 ?3 ?#TP+7n • 7 

VS?*? =EXP(-1 1. .?] "375 + 1644.4*84 / (TP-24? ) ) 

+ rXP (124200.AP/Tn-326*?.no3T ) 

r-Lvro^ 

r |_ vr^L 

ri 

\/<;OMT = Vr'2RR 

nOO'lT-pHR A-p 

UN'!TS = 1 . / ( ^6^n«*144 • #? ?•i 6) 
C+mfri *fo A(« 

PAT>PI=UNITS»8t»VSIN»CMIN»XMpOT/ (PI*AA*AA*AA»AA*RQIM ) connector. 

<o*» +riy*h'»* y# A0 
PAD00aUNITS»8.»V50UT»CN0T*XMP0T/(PI»AA»AA»AA»AA*R00UT)^iM ^ #|#/*yu c.^ 

nrOT=PRAD+PADnI+PADDO 4f> (pStJ 

12 
n n = XMDOT*-( .000322*(TI*TI-TOUT*TOi IT) + .394*( TI-TOUT) ) 

r*j*etr^ r-l.vC0L 

to . 
9 

T0UT=T0UT-45°.6<? 0(t— TP 
Q»>ffy A A 

Ah . is i 
0 
7 PUNCH 4 *XMDOT»REY*MO»PTOT»TOUT »Q' OUTPUT Me - speciftt. enthiljy 

.£ 4 f4*u-U(it  
6 
S 14 CONTINUE ' . . 

V. *»itvt. . 

4 

3 30 COMTINMIF ... ' , • . 

END 



EXCASE GLOSSARY 

AA a, the tube radius in feet 

AANCH a, the tube radius in inches 

ALBAR Used both ascxl(T^) and ascX(Ti) 

ALIN <<(^) 

ALZR0 CT^TJ) 

C1 ,C2,C3 Dummy variables 

ON IN Inlet connector length in feet 

CNINL Inlet connector length in inches 

CN0T Outlet connector length in feet 

CNjdUT Outlet connector length in inches 

CPBAR Used both as cp(f^) and as cp(Tj_) 

DELP P(X^) of Equation 31 

DELX Xj_ of Equation 29 

P Nondimensional pressure P in the two parameter 
solution 

P1 ,P2,P3, Dummy variables 

PADDI Pressure drop due to the inlet connecting tube 

PADDO Pressure drop due to the outlet connecting tube 

PBAR 
^ /v -.0 jy 

Pr 

PRAD Pressure drop in the radiating portion of the 
element 

PRAT r^ of Equation 32 

PT0T Total pressure drop across element 



ExG-2 

PZR P(X) at X=X± + _|_=XLLZR 
X 

Q Heat rejected 

REYN0 
•A. 

Reynolds number evaluated at T^ 

R0BAR Used both asy5(Tji) and as (T^) 

R0IN.R0ZR0 /* (T1)»J° (T^)» respectively 

R00UT yO(TOUT) 

TB The bulk temperature, T., from the two 
parameter solution D 

TB1,TB2,TB3 Dummy variables 

TD Dummy variable 

TI T., the desired inlet temperature (see one- 
parameter approximation discussion in Section 
III of the text). 

TJZfUT Bulk temperature at the outlet 

TZER0 T , the inlet temperature used for the 
1 RADFLO solution which is used as input 

data to the EXCASE program 

UBAR “ =®fl/( TO*/ ( TL )) (&=u if Ti=T"i) 

UNITS A conversion factor 

VS2BR Used both as(T^) and as/A-(Ti) 

VS IN ><\> 

VS0UT The viscosity at the outlet temperature, (TBOUT) 

VSZR0 A<V 
X The nondimensional axial coordinate in the 

two-parameter RADFLO solution 

XI ,X2,X3 Dummy variables 

XBAR 

<KS 
CM cti 

li 



ExG-3 

XKBAR 

XL 

XLL 

XLLZR 

XLNOH 

XMAX 

XMDOT 

XRAT 

Used both as and as k(T^) 

The length of the radiation section,^ , 
in feet 

Nondimensional^length of the radiating 
section, J^/% 

x, +(e/$) 
A 
rj 

X or just X^ + A. 
/ , the length of the radiating section 

in inches 

Mass flow rate in lbm/hr at =2320 
m' 

Mass flow rate in lb /hr 
m' 

_ _ A 
r x of Equation 30, rx=X/x= pc( T. )y° ()/ 

U(\) y 
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IX. 

EXTENSIONS 

Several possible extensions of the present work 

are presented below. 

Empirical formulas for the Nusselt number and the 

pressure gradient (dP/dX) might be derivable from the 

results of the present analysis for convenient use in 

other radiator studies that do not involve a detailed 

analysis of the fluid flow. 

The major computer program "RADFLO" could be made 

more economical with regard to running time. Variability 

of the axial step size could be incorporated in order 

to require fewer steps in the developed flow region. 

Faster calculations of the viscosities might be possible, 

particularly if the viscosity equation can be changed 

from one axial step to the next without disturbing the 

stability of the solution. For high temperatures the 

viscosity $ata can possibly be curve fitted without 

time-consuming exponential functions. 

The author foresees no difficulties in extending 

the present method to cases in which the fin is subjected 

to thermal irradiation from its environment. The 

effectiveness function h would be no more difficult 
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to curve fit for these cases than for the zero sink case. 

The author was unable to find any reports of pressure 

drop measurements with which to compare the present 

numerical results. Only very indirect comparisons could 

be made (see Section VII). There seems to be a need 

for experimental measurements of the pressure drops in 

both single element radiators and parallel flow radiator 

networks. For the parallel flow networks the stability 

of the possible multiple flow states discussed in Section 

VI should be investigated. 
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APPENDIX? DETAILS OP THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

A. Finite Difference Approximations to Partial Derivatives 

In Figure 1A a typical six-point computational molecule 

is shown. The state of the fluid is completely known 

th 
for the j row, anu the state at the row numbered (j + 1) 

is to be calculated. The coordinates of the point (j,k) 

are X., Rv, where X. = ( A = 1 )ii and Ev=(b>1 ) . 
J ^ 3 lx 

A.I. Axial Difference Relation--Derivation 

Let *j) denote some function of X and R. 

$ a $ (X,R) and 4^/" 

u i d*<t> 
n +TF? =» 

i , h . J— ^h 
Pp'.A-* ax. ^k + t ax’ 

i‘k' + (9(h3). £ll.A, 

^ t-(5(V\3). 3q. AS 

Equations A1 and A2 may be combined to -ive 

b 4> 

l-iA 1 ^ I,A 
3
 * IjA 

> • <3ChV. 
also be expanded in a Taylor 

se r 122; 

£± 3 
r ‘A 3 *i 

tA 
il 3 x“ 

h *r 
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» Yd> 3*4 
Hence “ 4. La <* j,*r,A Ti> u <9 Oft 

Thus the resulting axial difference relation is 

(T)[; 
3 4> 

h ' A' \ 3 
^ i£ 

ax 
1• $(h9. Eq.AjJ 

A.ii. Radial Central Difference Relations 

Two common central difference relations will 

be usecl.^® 

IIU - Eq. A4 

Eq. A5 

where the radial coordinate of the point j, k--£ is 

<W = U-i^)a. 
It is necessary to use a more precise repre- 

3 <j> ) 
sentation for the derivatives ,since these 

quantities are used in approximating second derivatives, 

derivation is riven: 

L , - 1 + M. 

L 
+ 4 Z P 

,3 

4i +JL 
Z Z ^ £* 

ad 

(1r)3 1- 

- aii 
Gaft* 

. I**- 5L 

CiV + 

©(■J4) 5 

. ±_ Jil (JL\ 

Eq. Ao 

2. 

Eq. A7 

d 4> 

«M -J 
a3<V 

M- 3 R3|^j>,t 
3 '+ (9C93). 

n»q. A* 
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-irj 11 A t3 ' ner, 

V*-* % 

I 
ZA- 

A- 
3.U o.p proj-d.i.acion lor the quantitv 

J--^HH1. The coefficient ^ is a func- 

;’‘0 H. Pro.'; Equation AS 

t ©CQ
x). 

0 i o . A1 C 

assumed that ^ 

"he symbol^ ds 

%> "tri ■ n°h he . ten o.a exactly. It is 

i'a« 06 ^0and to an accuracy 0(hJ + h . 

notes the known approximation of . 

t * (9a% V) 
Eo,A11 

Th;iny Iquatio 

A1 C becomes 

AO , A'- and A11, the equation 

a_ 

aR, i»» _ _L$ii 
g‘ ^ ^ R3 |M 

or 

JL_ 
bR 

.ci o • a 1 £ 
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•mere ce £ is the error term r;iven b,v 

_ a34 

4- (5 ( a1). 

ana 

i a u • 

a+ !hM- .it. f 
? ^%r 3^ it-? 

\,0\ 

£L4_) 

^ fy.*'-1 ~ * A)i 
<h>* 

3 RJ 

£- 

_ hii 
A-i ~ 3 R3 

A_\ K 

£-i 
+• 

i- 
2A i i ♦* ®

(i 
0J<j> 

*■ 3 R3 

IMnair- 

+ <9(SV 
£>(9CT%^ + r}- In the 

co.'.potation, the ratio fc/r is held constant 

as and h are decreased to obtain convergence. In this 

), and 

£ - 0(f. 
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B.i. The Transport Equations In Finite Difference Form 

The energy equation may be written in the form 

c> T V aj+_ftCT) _d fD 3T \ 

X = “ u dp* OR 3R ^ 3R. /• 

fr.A-Tf 
Equation A3 may then be used to obtain 

ifiJ + ar 
h - a 3X lji-1,4 d-iC 

u 3R ' UR. 
+ 

ACT; S 

3 - 

3K (Ri)W 

[_ JL ar_f Mr) _a_/R |11 L L /c a* UR aRlK C>R Jr) Eq.A1j 

The Orank-Nlcolson form of the energy equation 

is obtained by combining the radial derivative formulas, 

Equations A4 and A12, with equation A13« 

Jlt'A - JM. 
h z<- 

ApA- 
% 

■t 

%$=■ 
Uj'.i 

+ 1 

+* 

1- 

4gHt f(\tr^-^l‘’A-r,i->! 

<9(ht+<^)) fc<- & = 2,M. Eq.AI 5 
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It was assumed in writing Equation A15 that the 

coefficients V/U and A/U were known to an accuracy of 

0(g2) at least. 

Equation A15 is used for k=2,3,».«N; but for k=1, 

vanishes so that A15 must be modified. 

Since V= =0 at R=0 (3=1) the limiting form 

of the energy equation at the tube center is 

In writing the corresponding finite difference 

equation, the symmetry of the fluid state about the axis 

of the tube is utilized. The point (3,2) may be considered 

dynamic quantities and fluid properties at (3*0) are the 

same as those at (3,2). 

Thus 

XH. 1: TjJ. 
' K 

to have an image point (3*0) located at (X -g). All 
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A common finite difference form for 
3P-” 

is 
10- 

a R2- 

For k=1, 

=. fo.V- +hb QC.tf). 

i»^ °h 

f cj) 
2>R“ 

fib'S fa’’ 

% 
+■ 

- 2 -fe - + <^Cf} 

slno9 x = 

Thus the finite difference representation of the 

energy equation at the tube center becomes 

In 

i 

l UIH.I v a2- 7 

% 

* (z 1 
r 

.3 

(9CK%^). 
-)J 

Eq.A16 

Finally Equations A15 and A16 are multiplied through 

by h to give a set of N energy difference equations, each 

with the error term 0(h^ + hg2). This set of N equations 

is of the form written below (deleting the error terms). 

It is assumed that this set of equations may be solved 

for T^ + ^ k (k=1,N) with the errors in the T^+1^ of the 

same order as the error term in each equation, 0(h^ + hg2). 



Thus the assumption regarding the 

is Justified* 

A8 

on page A3 

0 4- (>? 7^+/,/ 

+ C^^T^H, 

7^-1, AM 

where 

//$ . . Z*f\( Ty+t,t) h 
uftb] 9*" 

•b 

0 .-<& 

k=3* ..,N-1 

Eq.AI 6*5 

V 9_ * 

a. zbOi-jt) h /-p -p \ 
* -uir '**- 'h'] 

g 
Rfc.V: HCTjuAJ h 
^ ^*4, ^ ^ 0 

A) rijv.^ ^ 

3* 

ur’’A 9 zRi.UjT’,& 

for 

for 

for k=2, 
K-1, 

h 
u^3 

for k=2, 
N-1, 

M
 a
 

^
 a
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a, o. 
and finally 

A -t- - 4- 

rrPH2 
l»Uj>N HAJ 

% N 
Uj,A) 

X, u ') N—h- 
4UVt.,M * 

B.ii. The Equation of Motion 

In exactly the same way that Equation A15 was 

derived, the difference equation for momentum transport 

may he found to he 

r _i_C __ l, A. Ufr I TV (?-y>i 

+* 

V\ x l x<^ 

Uj+i,4 

~ u^x j“ ^ 4 ■ HClfC Ujx~ 

Mcrj>; utJt feL ) 

+■ &{V-^)} * = 2 
, // ;••• ; ; 

<9. dJE 
^ d X., 

Eq.A17 

where 



The limiting form of the equation of motion at 

the tube center is 

[u _*ul — Aw 

7U<3 X 

_Ji  (^T? Q. _ilid ^ = ■&*>/€ + £. , 3-S OUf ") 
WoTL dR aR. / Riowatf* R T>R 

P^rw> ^ ^ _ k^yyyf (3 Cl ^ /--* 
u ’ M's a p. - y> 

and too 3_ d U 

a 1T^ 
S a"u 

a PC X,o 
« 

0 

• 0 

t^\(T<x,o)) 
ZP 
Pr 

{?rz(S d
lU ") 

d R^/XyO ) 

or in finite difference form 

+• (S> + 
Eq.A18 

The difference equations are combined to give the 

following set of N simultaneous algebraic equations 

(deleting error terms): 
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o +■ +• 

QlUj4lA-i +• + 

Eq. A19 

Since P ^ is an "unknown”, this set of equations 

cannot be solved by a simple application of the tridiagonal 

matrix algorithm. The set of equations above is broken 

into two sets. The solution is finally obtained as follows: 

= Y*. Q^tl k=1,2,...,N, 

where the Yjj. and are the solutions to the following 

auxiliary sets of simultaneous equations: 

O 

and 

o 

+■ 9 o®„ 

ct'u YH~I Xs&tj K/ ■h o 
* <$/*> 

Eq.A20 

.9.x, 

0-4, %&-, + Q. ~ ‘Al, V'1, 

(X*. +- & -^A/ o Eq.A21 
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n 
Once the and are known, i mB7 be *oun<* 

by using the gross conservation of mass equation# Xu 

the formula forC^-M derived below, numtertcal integra¬ 

tion is indicated by angular integral signs. 

f = X 2-UMFUR 

7 . f z. SR. 

=(Z, f'z (Yi SZ 
St) 0 o 

G . /* YIRAMT^SR G f2 U R^(Tf-1} *k? 
The coefficients CU, 0*1, \ hkAk~ in Equations 

l - / 

1 are 

# 5^+/, / k 

WPr>.') ur'.‘ r 
, A 

'X* , f 
7>, L A, 

Q /I __ $1' h- Si_-/ A, /] / \ 
Uy ZMOj,,)Uy MCT^nUy aL G-UP') 

<1/ 

w-1 -- " 4U;>.,A 
, k=2, N 
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Pr C Sj+t,A+t Sj+t, -LAj L fc=2 tH 

*. MCTftftf Uj*-,*' ^ f"' 

n \Li,& h _ *&»£ Q,t±ri h k=2,N-1 

^a
4Ujf/,4 j xM t-f&tf) 

ft _ ^ h  k=2,N 
A. MCTj+1,1; Uji-i,*' ) 

Pi It VpJL(Ul%ktf-Upi-l)f) Tf- G* k 
pl) Vfr 

il(fu^Si,iu% Uj. i+i -CiUsSj. k* i <- 
+ % (A CTpi) fa*. tft g ^ 

k=2, N-1 

and since U^+1 N+1=
uj ^J+1=° (u=0 at the tube wall)» 

r£) - I] + fy*''1 ^ ^  ' jV 4 Uj,v 3 
-tA 

* 2 >i o;>; u^« i£ g-v 

AlSO <2, = Cyv/ = O , as before. 

B.iii. The Continuity Equation 

It has been found during computations that the follow¬ 

ing second order formula for the continuity equation causes 

instabilities in the numerical solution in the region of the 

inlet to the radiating portion of the finned tube: 
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(MU) *<■>«* - (HU); -L + i 

h ^ 

i r (MV)|H *.«■ R^w - (HV)M.4 R-k, 
iR**i 9 

+ pAVl,^ Rtw-CMV)^,4 Ra 7 

9 J 

* © Ch2 * 3 ^ SOT USBD 

Consequently the above formula has been replaced 

by the following first order form: 

(MLp-fr-H)&•*•£ - (x   

h 

_i 

Rt 

r (NW)<j-ti. 4-H R 4-H -(R-fe ") 

♦i I 3 3 

0 (W 7. Eq.A22 

C. Iterative Solution for the Nonlinear Coefficients and 
the Tube Wall Temperature 

The systems of equations 116.5* 120, and 121 are of 

a form called tridiagonal. 1 simple algorithm is known 10 

for solving a system of tridiagonal equations with constant 

coeffioients. However, the coefficients {,^4., 
(k=1, N) are not known constants, but are functions of the 



temperatures and velocities on the unknown row. Further¬ 

more the boundary value for the temperature at R=1 is not 

known; all that is known is a relationship (Equation 20) 

between the wall temperature and the temperature derivative 

at the wall. The solution for Tj+1 

necessarily iterative, as is the solution for the wall 

temperature ~Tj+t • The iterative solution for the 

W. k=1,N is carried out as an inner loop 
in a Newton-Raphson Iteration® for the wall temperature. 

At the beginning of the calculations to find the 

T3+I, k=1 ,N for the unknown row, these quantities are 

extrapolated from the known solution upstream to give a 

first estimate of the coefficients. Then the estimates 

of these coefficients are refined by repeatedly solving 

the transport equations and always using the latest calcu¬ 

lated values of the tk*s theT"j+i,k's in evaluating 

the coefficients. The iterative procedure above is per¬ 

formed holding the first estimate for the wall temperature 

constant until a stable value of the temperature gradient 

at the wall is obtained. After each solution of the 

transport equations, the derivative of the temperature 

at the wall is evaluated by means of a five point 
g 

Lagrangian formula: 
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Then the boundary condition Equation 20 is solved for the 

tube wall temperature that corresponds to the temperature 

gradient Just calculated by Equation A23 • This temperature 

is called TWFLUX in Fortran. 

The criterion used to terminate this first iteration pro¬ 

cedure is basically that the values of TWFLUX calculated 

in successive Iterations must not differ by more than 

two percent of the difference in TWFLUX and the first 

estimate of the wall temperature. This criterion assures 

that the nonlinear coefficients have been adequately 

determined and that at this point a stable value for 

TWFLUX has been obtained for the first wall temperature 

estimate• 

A second estimate of the tube wall temperature is 

ehosen close to the first one, but displaced on the 

temperature scale in the direction of TWFLUX. The 

iterative procedure above is repeated until a stable 

value for TWFLUX is obtained corresponding to the second 

estimate of the tube wall temperature. Then a Newton- 

Raphson correction is applied to predict the temperature 
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at which. TWFLUX will coincide with the wall temperature 

estimate« The Newton-Raphson prediction formula is 

given by 
-r-(n+l) __ 

“ LVI,A/+I '>*«« u-.> -j-cw 
/ (H) % l+T'.W+l “ 

t- (TWFLUK - T. „„) ^*-i- , 
[(TWFLUX'"-T1^„ )- (TWFLUX‘“'- )] 

XU 9 

where the superscript (;)) denotes the j estimate. 

Using the Newton-Raphson predicted value for the 

wall temperature estimate, a new stable TWFLUX is found 

by the above iterative process. A new Newton-Raphson 

prediction is made from this result and the preceding 

one. The Newton-Raphson iteration (containing the iter¬ 

ation to obtain stable values for TWFLUX) is repeated 

until the Newton-Raphson predictions converge to the 

wall temperature which satisfies the boundary condition, 

Equation 20 . In the course of the computations carried 

out by the author, it was observed that the Newton-Raphson 

iteration process usually converges to £ 5 in the eighth 

significant digit of the wall temperature within three 

to five iterations. 

D. Definite Integrals 

(L as The definite integrals used to find 

described in the appendix section B.ii are evaluated 
8 

by the so-called parabolic formula. For any function 
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■e-(fi) this formula Is 
i 

J-e(R; a R =-f ++--e-;, + 2-er3 + 
o 

+• ^.z + 2 -e^-, + ♦ ■&■„+,) 

a- ©<9*J 

The same Integration formula Is used to evaluate 

the bulk temperature. This parabolic formula requires that 

the number of radial spaces be an even number. 

E. Computer Time Requirements 

The computation time required for a typical case 

of a two parameter finite difference solution is given 

below. The running time for other cases can be estimated 

from this example. The time required is proportional to 

the square of the number of mesh spaces across the tube 

radius for a solution covering a fixed bulk temperature 

span. The time required is increased up to 100# if the 

solution is to extend to temperatures below -7^ °P.» 

because the complete viscosity equation is used in these 

cases, whereas the second term is dropped for cases not 

extending below -74 °P. (See Equation 2.5 in Section II). 
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Total Running Time 

Compilation Time 

6.00 minutes 

15 seconds 

Digital Computer UNIVAC 1108 

No. of Radial Spaces 16 

Inlet Temperature 

Outlet Temperature 

F (at 100°P.) 

100°P. 

-70°F. 

4.98 x 10“10 

P. Interpolation 

The finite difference equations involve many midpoint 

values of the dependent variables; i.ei, values of the depen¬ 

dent variables at positions along the radius in between the 

mesh points. These midpoint values are calculated by 

Lagranglan interpolation formulas of higher formal accuracy 

than the difference equations. Lagranglan polynomial 
10 

interpolation is discussed by Lapidus. 


